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When Last We Met
By Phillip Ngan

The

Next Meeting:
Tuesday, June 15th

May 2010 meeting opened with Jerry
Hurn giving part two of his series on computer
assisted design of woodworking projects. This
time the talk included a live demonstration of
the Google SketchUp application. Jerry introduced us to the 3D drawing surface and gave
a quick survey of the menus in the application. He then drew some 3D shapes using the
pen and pull-up tools, and then proceeded to
manipulate these by rotating, moving and resizing them. He caught everyone's attention as
witnessed by some thoughtful questions from
the members. This demonstration whetted our
appetite for using SketchUp, so this will be
followed by a video tutorial in a subsequent
meeting. (A generous review of the presentation and the presenter’s inability to manipulate the laptop’s mouse pad! -ed.)
Katie and Dave again reported a very successful toy workshop. With the combined efforts of
a couple of Forrester's members and several
Guild members they managed to prepare
parts for an extraordinary number of toys including cradles and treasure chests. The industry was so intense in Bill's workshop that
the electrical circuits overloaded repeatedly.
In light of the fact that this work is happening
so early in the year, the toy workshop is
poised to deliver a record number of quality
presents this year. All members of the Guild

Chris Wong at work
are encouraged to help in these fun and satisfying workshops. You can think of yourselves
as Santa's elves.
The business of the day was quickly dealt with
during the coffee break. In fact it was the Annual General Meeting for the Guild. In summary, the minutes of the previous year's AGM
were accepted; all incumbent executive members and officers offered to continue performing their current roles for another year, and
the finances maintained a healthy balance
through out the year. I wished all AGM's
would go as smoothly as this one did.
There was not an 'aye', 'nay', or motion
to be heard.
Phillip presented his completed sheet
music cabinet and Henry Schulz
showed the Olympic torch display cabinet that he made for a friend, complete
with a genuine torch inside it.
The evening's speaker was Chris Wong
and his 'assistant' Fay Wong. Chris is
the founder of Flair Woodworks based
in
Port
Moody,
BC
(www.flairwoodworks.com), which is a
company that produces commissioned

Shell Box—one of the pieces brought along by Chris
Wong and much admired by the members present

(Continued on page 3)
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The Pacific Woodworkers
Guild is a non-profit association of British
Columbia Craftspeople
dedicated to excellence in
woodworking. Guild members meet on the third
Tuesday of each month
(except July and August) in
Richmond, B.C.

Pacific Woodworkers
Guild
PO Box 63071,
6020 Steveston Hwy
Richmond B.C.
V7E 2K0

Please direct newsletter submissions to
the editor: Jeremy
Hurn:
jerryhurn@shaw.ca
or call 604-947-2624.

The
newsletter
is
published monthly, ten
times per year, and
d i s t r i b u t e d fr e e t o
members and associate
members. Membership is
available to anyone
interested in any form of
fine woodworking. Membership fees are $35
(individual/family) for
twelve months; Associate
membership fees are $25
(newsletter only, ten
issues.)
Material published in the
Newsletter may be reproduced by other nonprofit associations without
payment to the Guild.
Material that appears in
the Newsletter which has
been abstracted from
other sources may be
subject to copyright. Credit
to the Pacific Woodworkers
Guild is requested where
applicable.
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Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Pacific Woodworkers Guild will be held on Tuesday, June 15th 2010
Guest Speaker/Topic: TBA
President’s Challenge: Curves
PrePre-Meeting Demo: SketchUp Video

Calendar Of Events
∗
∗

June 15th 2010-Pacific
Woodworkers
2010
Guild Meeting
September 21st 2010-Pacific
Woodwork2010
ers Guild Meeting
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pieces and small production run original
woodworking products. The first thing
that strikes you about Chris is how
young is he is, and yet his presentation
is delivered with a maturity and experience beyond his years. Some members
recognized Chris' name because he is
active in several woodworking related
online forums.
Chris opened with a thoughtful slide
entitled "Why we create", and then
listed various motivations that people
have for producing things ranging from
straight forward ones like "to create
something that serves a function", to
more subtle reasons like "to make a
statement" and "to evoke an emotional
response". The one that resonated with
me was "to justify buying tools" (did he
really say that, or was I just thinking it?)

"to make a
statement"

With these thoughts fresh in our minds,
Chris then showed us a gallery of pictures of his past work. But the most
interesting part of his presentation happened when he started passing around
actual objects ranging from pieces of
wood to finished articles. The wood
samples themselves were interesting
because they were of fairly uncommon
species: a shockingly dense piece of
Bubinga, some Pacific Yew, Apple, Dogwood, and an anonymous spalted piece
(which looked like White Oak to Ivan).
He then passed around a series of
small boxes decorated with carved Latin
phrases referring to the relationship
that the lid had with the surrounding
box.
In a story telling fashion Chris proposed
that woodworkers can be overly concerned about precision to the point of
being obsessive. And his tangible response to this was to make a roughshod box with ill fitting joints and held
together using cut-nails. The sides were
coarsely relief carved which included
the word, to drive home the point,
"Tolerances". The article, though lacking
aesthetic beauty in an orthodox sense,
demanded an emotional response from
the beholder. And although 9 times out
of 10 this response is probably negative, that fact that the piece compels us
to offer a response causes us to once
again examine why it is we create
things. A very interesting talk and we
wish Chris well in his professional endeavours.

“Four same-sized off-cuts of Pacific yew just begged
to be shown off. The amazing colour. The grain. Each
piece was thin, long and narrow, restricting my options of what it could be used for. I have always
found decorative boxes fascinating and there are
really no rules when building one. Four pieces of
spectacular wood for a series of four boxes. Each
box, I decided, would be completely different from
the others. Not to detract from the focus - the yew - I
chose plain maple to construct the bodies of the
boxes. All the boxes were finished with given a name
describing the yew, carved in Latin with a V-tool, and
finished on the outside with Shellawax.” :- Chris
Wong—www.flairworks.com
These three pieces presented by Chris generated a
variety of responses from the members.
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E-Mail


Here is a jig for our pen turners:

Hi,
Boy did we ever have a super productive toy
workshop on Sat 15th of May.
We were able to manufacture all the parts for
24 doll cradles, 100 of 300 cars, 8 Grass hoppers.
We started manufacturing parts for 4 excavators and 12 storage treasure chests for boys.
I have attached a document that has a few
pictures of some of the activities at the workshop.
Our next toy workshop will be the Saturday,
June 12th.
Dave Adshead (dadshead @shaw.ca)

Click on the link below for full details.
http://www.woodturningonline.com/Turning/
Turning_content/pen_assembly_press.html
Marco Berera (myrmac2000@yahoo.com)

"...a super productive toy workshop…”
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Workshops
For

those who dread the thought of two
months without contact with the Guild there
may be some workshops over the summer
break:

Letter Carving
Ivan Antoniv hopes to host this workshop
sometime over the summer. Those who have
already signed up will be advised of date and
time and cost. Those who have not already
signed up but are interested please contact
Ivan – iantoniw@telus.net or 604 818 1591

Power Carving Workshop
Chris Wong has also offered to give an introductory workshop on power carving using an
Arbortech tool. This would be an outdoor
workshop at Chris’s place and so is weather
dependant. The exact content is to be determined. Below is a picture of a bench which
Chris has made which shows the possibilities
of this technique. Again a sign-up sheet will
be available at the next meeting or contact
me at jerryhurn@shaw.ca and I’ll add your
name to the list.

Shop Accessories Workshop
This workshop garnered considerable interest
when it was first discussed – topics suggested included cross cut sled, wood mallet,
shooting board, bench hook etc. All we need
is a location and instructor. Any offers?
Please contact someone on the Programs
committee (or jerryhurn@shaw.ca) if you can
help.

Wood Plane Making Workshop
Chris Wong our guest speaker at the May
meeting has offered to host a plane making
workshop (at his shop in Port Moody). The
cost would be $50 per student to make one
pair of planes (one hollow, one round) and
include all materials. A sign-up sheet will be
available at the next meeting or contact me
at jerryhurn@shaw.ca and I’ll add your name
to the list.

Come to the next meeting and express your
wishes as to further topics for workshops
which the Guild could hold during the course
of the next year. If we have Guild members
(you?) who are able to present these workshops then the cost is minimal (usually materials only). If we bring someone in from the
outside then the cost increases so it would
be useful to know what you are willing to
pay.

President’s Challenge
The President's Challenge for the June Meeting is “Curves”
Watch this space to discover what it will be for
the September and subsequent meetings.

With luck I will be inspired between now and
when the next newsletter is due.

Why Attend the June Meeting?
1. Bring your tickets from previous draws
and you may win fabulous prizes
2. Bring cash or a cheque and bid on the
summer mystery tool box.
3. Sign up for the KMS Club Group Rewards
Program:- save up to 30% off KMS tool
purchases plus 2% of your purchase will

be credited to the Guild’s account.
(This is also a reminder to whom ever won
the tool box last June to bring it back suitably
filled!)

